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Abstract 
In modular software design it is expected that the correctness of the implementation of 
a complete system will be a consequence of the correctness of each module. Very often, this 
property has been associated to the satisfaction of the so-called horizontal and vertical 
composition properties, both at the specification and at the programming language levels. 
In this paper we introduce an abstract framework that allows us to represent, as specific 
instances, most concrete modular fameworks. In particular, the framework presented is “par- 
ametrized” by the specification and programming language formalisms, by the semantic 
constructs associated to modules and by the behavioural equivalence relation used to define 
module refinement. In addition, the framework is powerful enough to integrate specification 
and program design by allowing us to deal with incompletely specified systems. In this context, 
it is shown that, to achieve modular correctness, it is sufficient that the programming language 
satisfies the property of “stability”, as defined by Schoett, with respect o the given behavioural 
equivalence relation. In particular, modular correctness is shown to be independent of the 
satisfaction (or not) of the horizontal and vertical composition properties at the specification 
level. Finally, it is shown that the property of stability is just a compact formulation of the 
properties of horizontal and vertical composition at the programming language level. 
1. Introduction 
In the design and implementation of a large system modularity is a critical issue. 
Large systems need to be divided into blocks so that system development becomes 
more manageable, clear, modifiable and reusable. These blocks, known as modules, 
are self-contained entities with individual meaning that are connected among them in 
such a way that their interconnections define the intended software system. System 
design involves both the construction of the module structure at the specification level 
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and the implementation of each module. Since implementation only appears at the 
level of each module, it would be desirable to ensure that the correct implementation 
of each module guarantees the correct implementation of the whole software system. 
In particular, given a requirements specification for a software system, a simple 
(modular) software development process can be represented by a tree, as follows: 
Requirements 
. . . . . . . 
/ I I 
Mil 
I 
pil 
Mi2 
pi2 
. . . Mik 
pik 
Here, the (possibly informal or semiformal) requirements specification is transformed 
into a detailed (formal) specification consisting of the specification modules 
Mt, . . . . M,. Then, the development phase starts and each of the specification modules 
is refined into a new set of modules. The process continues until all the specification 
modules describe objects that can be directly coded in the given programming 
language, obtaining as a result the set of program modules Pi,, . . . , Pn. Actually, the 
ordering of the steps of this process does not have to be exactly the one described 
above. Instead, in this example, the whole implementation and coding of Ml 
can take place, for instance, before the rest of the specification modules have been 
designed. 
Now, in this framework, modular correctness means that the set of program 
modules PiI, . . . , Pik should be a correct implementation of the given system (either 
the one specified by Ml, . . . , M, or the one described by the original requirements 
specification) if every refinement step applied to a given module can be proven correct. 
To ensure modular correctness, Goguen and Burstall in [14] defined the properties 
of horizontal and vertical composition. Essentially, the horizontal composition prop- 
erty ensures that if a modular system S is transformed into another system S’ by 
means of a correct development step (applied on a single module from S) then the 
whole system S’ is a “correct implementation” of S. On the other hand, the vertical 
composition property ensures the transitivity of implementation correctness. In this 
sense, if the development process is represented as a sequence 
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(where Si r* Si+ 1 means that Si+ 1 is obtained from Si by applying a refinement 
operation over a module from Si) then the horizontal composition property would 
ensure that, for every i, Si+l is a correct implementation of Si, provided that all 
module refinement operations are correct. Similarly, the vertical composition prop- 
erty would ensure that Sj is a correct implementation of So. 
Unfortunately, a number of (seemingly reasonable) specification frameworks do not 
satisfy the horizontal and vertical composition properties. This can be seen, for 
instance, with the following example taken from [8]. 
Suppose that we want to implement the booleans by means of the natural numbers. 
Let BOOL be the boolean specification and NAT the natural number specification: 
BOOL = sorts 
operations 
NAT = sorts 
operations 
boo1 
true: + boo1 
false: + boo1 
nat 
0: +nat 
s: nat + nat 
Now, the following specification describes such an implementation, where true is 
represented by 0 andfalse is represented by all naturals greater than 0. The operation 
al plays the role of the abstraction function (cf. [18]). 
= sorts boo1 
operations 
a,: nat + boo1 
true: + boo1 
false: + boo1 
var i: nat 
equations 
true=ar(O) 
false=u,(s(i)) 
Suppose now that we want to implement the naturals by the integers, i.e. let INT be 
INT = sorts int 
operations zero: + int 
succ: int -+ int 
pred: int + int 
var n: int 
equations 
pred( succ( n)) = n 
succ(pred(n))=n 
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and let this implementation be specified: 
IZ =sorta nat 
operations 
az: int + nat 
0: +nat 
s: nat + nat 
var n: int 
equations 
0 = a2 (zero) 
s(az(n))=az(succ(n)) 
where IZ describes the most obvious implementation of the naturals by the integers, 
i.e. the naturals are represented by the nonnegative integers. However, if we put 
together these implementations, 
I,,=sorta bool,nat 
operations 
al: nat + boo1 
true: + boo1 
false: + boo1 
a,: int + nat 
0: +nat 
s: nat + nat 
var n: int, i: nat 
equations 
true=a,(O) 
false=u,(s(i)) 
0 = u2 (zero) 
s(a2(n))=a2(succ(n)) 
then we see that the result is not a correct implementation of BOOL by INT since we 
may now prove true = false: 
true=ui(0)=u1(u2(zero))=u1(u2(succ(pred(zero)))) 
=ul(s(u2(pred(zero))))=false 
This specific example has been, sometimes, criticized by the “crude” manner of 
putting together I1 and I,. Nevertheless, even with different approaches similar 
problems can be found (see e.g. [22]). Actually, as we show below, the problem is not 
directly related to the way of defining the composition but with the fact that the 
semantics of these specifications is not “compatible” with implementation. In particu- 
lar, we will show that given the development sequence 
so ++ S,__C s2 + 1.1 r) sj 
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it may happen that Si+l is an inconsistent system even if Si is consistent and if the 
development step Si -tSi+ 1 is defined in terms of a correct module refinement. 
However, we also show that if the programming language is “adequate” (in particular, 
if it is stable [31,30] with respect to the given behavioural equivalence underlying 
refinements) then we can ensure that, independently of the properties of the specifica- 
tion language, if all the refinement steps were correct then Sj is a correct implementa- 
tion of So. Actually, the reason why intermediate stages of a correct development 
process may become inconsistent is that, often, specification languages are not stable. 
To obtain our results with full generality, we introduce an abstract framework for 
reasoning about modular systems. This framework is independent of the underlying 
specification and programming languages and, in addition, it allows us to deal with 
modular software development for incompletely specified systems. This means that, 
within the same framework, we can represent specification development and program 
development from specifications. 
Our work follows the lines of [31,30]; however we believe that our work goes 
beyond theirs in a number of ways. First, by integrating in the same framework, in 
a precise way, specification and software modules, the role of stability in modular 
correctness gets clearer. Then, in our opinion, our approach to define the semantics of 
modular systems is simpler but, at the same time, more powerful since we are able to 
handle incompletely specified systems. Actually, as said above, this allows us to study 
in the same framework specification and program development. Finally, we study in 
detail the property of stability showing that, actually, stability is just a compact 
formulation of the properties of horizontal and vertical composition. 
Very recently, Bidoit and Hennicker [3] have also studied the problem of modular 
correctness. Their results can be seen as a special case of some of ours, in the sense that 
they prove modular correctness for a given specification framework (modules with 
semantics based on the stratified loose approach) which is by definition stable. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the basic concepts 
about institutions that are needed in the paper. Sections 3 and 4 provide the basic 
definitions and assumptions for our framework. In particular, Section 3 defines 
modules and modular systems and Section 4 defines the basic operations considered 
for system development. In addition, in Section 3, the equivalence of two different 
semantics for “complete” modular systems is proved. Sections 5 and 6 provide the rest 
of the results of the paper: Section 5 includes the results about modular correctness 
and Section 6 studies stability and horizontal and vertical composition. Finally, in 
Section 7 we propose some conclusions. 
2. Basic definitions 
In this section we briefly review the basic notions on algebraic specification eeded 
in the paper (for further detail see e.g. [9,32] and also [16] for more detail on 
institutions). 
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Our specifications and programs, unless explicitly stated, will be built over an 
arbitrary institution [15,16,29], since institutions provide an adequate formalization 
of logical systems for unifying different specification approaches. In particular, institu- 
tions are defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1. An institution 9 consists of four parts, _Y =( Sig, Sen, Mod, k), where 
Sig is the category of signatures; Sen: Sig -Set is a functorthat defines the set of - 
Sentences associated to a given signatursod: Sig -CAPi’ is a functor that defines 
the category of models associated to every signature and, for each Z in Sig, 
l==r~ Mod(Z) x Sen(Z) is a relation that states when a model satisfies a gi& 
sentence. In addition, l= is assumed to satisfy the following satisfaction condition: for 
every signature C, every CI in Sen(Z), every signature morphism h: C +Z’ and every 
A in Mod(Y), 
A brf Sen(h)(a) iff U,(A)+,a 
where Uh, usually called the forgetful functor associated to h, is a more standard 
notation for Mod(h). Additionally, we will assume that the institutions we work with 
are equipped with some notion of signature inclusion (see e.g. [7]). 
3’ is an exact (semiexact) institution iff Sig has finite colimits (pushouts) and, in 
addition, Mod transforms finite colimits (p=houts) in Sig into limits (pullbacks) in 
CAT”P. 
An example of institution that has been widely studied in the area of algebraic 
specification is (many-sorted) equational ogic, EQL. In this institution, signature are 
pairs (S, Sz), where S is a set of sorts and B is a family { SZ,,,jweS. xsof sets of operation 
symbols, and signature morphisms h: (S, 52) +(S’, sz’) are pairs of mappings, (hs, h,), 
with hs: S +S’, hn: s2 + al such that for all b~Q~~...~~,~it holdshR(~)ESZh,(sl)..,hs(~“~,~~~~~. 
C-sentences in EQL are equations VX.t, = tz, where X is a (sorted) set of variables 
and ti and t2 are C(X)-terms. 
C-models in EQL are C-algebras, i.e. a C-algebra A consists of a family { A,},,s of 
sets (also called carriers) together with operations eA: As1 x .a. x A,” +A, for each 
GE&, . ..S.,S’ A C-homomorphism h : A + B, where A and B are Z-algebras, is a family 
{h,: As +BsLs such that the operations are preserved. 
Finally, satisfaction in EQL is defined in the standard way, i.e. A kzVX. tl = t2 iff 
for every substitution s: X -+A s#(tl)=s#(tz), where sx: T=(X) +A is the unique 
homomorphism extending s. 
Other logics commonly used in algebraic specification are conditional equational 
logic (CEQL), Horn clause logic (HCL) and first-order logic (FOL). All of them can be 
seen as sharing with EQL the same category of signatures and the same model 
functor. However, for these logics, sentences are conditional equations, Horn clauses 
and arbitrary first-order formula, respectively. Also, the satisfaction relation is gener- 
alized accordingly. 
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Given an institution _Y, one can define specifications (programs) over Y, in an 
obvious way, as pairs consisting of a signature and a set of axioms. Nevertheless, 
a more semantic approach consists in defining specifications as pairs formed by 
a signature and a set of models over this signature [29]. The latter view can be 
considered more general than the former in the sense that, in a given institution, not 
every class of models may be definable by a set of axioms (e.g. sets of equations can 
only denote varieties). Moreover, this generality may be needed when dealing with 
some specification-building operations and structuring constructions that can be 
found in most specification languages. Nevertheless, without any loss of generality, in 
this paper we take the more restrictive approach. The reason is that we do not 
consider any structuring construction other than the modules. Actually, other lower 
level constructions may be considered embedded on the underlying institutions. For 
instance, if we are working with equational ogic but we want to restrict the class of 
models of a given specification to the initial ones, then nothing prevents us from 
considering that our underlying institution is not EQL, but the institution induced by 
adding to EQL data constraints (e.g. see [16]). 
On the other hand, the class of all specifications over a given institution Y can be 
made into a category by defining an appropriate notion of morphism. This may be 
done in several ways. In particular, in this paper, we consider the simplest one. 
Definition 2.2. Given an institution 2 = (Sig, Sen, Mod, + ), we define the category of 
specijkations over 58, Spec, (or just Spec ifY can be inferred from the context), as the 
class of all pairs (C, E) where C is a signature in Sig and E is a set of C-sentences (called 
the axioms of the specification), i.e. E E Sen( Z), together with specification morphisms 
h: (C, E) + (C’, E’) consisting of a signature morphism h : C + C’ satisfying 
Sen(h)(E)cE’. 
Remarks 2.3. (1) The category of specifications over Y, together with the model 
functor Mod : Spec2 + CAToP defined: 
(a) for every specification SP = (Z, E), Mod( SP) is the full subcategory of Mod(C) 
including all objects that satisfy all axioms in E, i.e. AEMod( SP) iff AEMod( C) and 
VUEE A +=a. 
(b) for every h: (C, E) -+ (C’, E’), Mod(h) : Mod( C’, E’) + Mod( C, E) is the functor 
that maps every A in Mod(Z’, E’) (and, therefore, in Mod(Z)) into U,,(A) and every f: 
Ai -+ AZ in Mod(C’,E’) into U,(f). In both cases, the satisfaction condition ensures 
that U,(A) and U,(f) are in Mod(C, E). 
form an indexed category called a specification frame in [l 11. 
(2) Inclusions of signatures can be extended to define inclusions of specifications in 
an obvious way: (C,E) v(cI,E’) iff Cc* c’ and EGE’. 
(3) If _Y is semiexact hen the associated specification frame has pushouts and 
amalgamations (see the Appendix) in the sense of [ 111. 
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3. Modular systems: basic assumptions and semantic constructs 
Software systems, as studied in this paper, may include specifications and programs. 
In this sense, they are defined over two institutions, YBb%? and BW8Q, underlying 
the specification and programming languages, respectively. For simplicity, we assume 
that both institutions share the same category of signatures and the same model jiunctor, 
i.e. that they only differ in the Sen functor and on the satisfaction relation (a more 
detailed analysis would have been needed to relate the two institutions by means of 
some kind of institution morphism [ 15,19,28,1 I). 
We also assume that YB&‘% and 9?%OB are semiexact institutions. Intuitively, this 
means, on the one hand, that the result of “combining” two specifications (programs) 
is another specification (program) and, on the other hand, that the semantics of this 
combination is compositional, in the sense that it can be defined in terms of combining 
the semantics of the two specifications (programs) involved. Actually, the latter 
assumption can be considered too strong since certain logics used for specification do 
not satisfy this assumption. In particular, behavioural equational specifications, as 
defined in [20,21], do not have amalgamation in general: the existence of amalgama- 
tion is only ensured for pushouts satisfying the so-called observation preserving 
property [23]. An alternative view would consist in considering that, in the given 
institutions, amalgamations only exist for pushouts considered “correct”. However, in 
that case, the results and proofs would have been essentially similar but in a slightly 
more complex framework. 
Modules are the only construction that we consider for the structuring of software 
systems, both at the specification and at the program levels. In particular, for us, 
a module is just an inclusion morphism between two specifications (programs). 
Definition 3.1. A module M is an inclusion of specifications, M = IMP =+ EXP. IMP 
and EXP are usually called, respectively, the import and export specifications of M. 
Remark 3.2. Our definition almost covers all the model constructions that we know 
from the literature (e.g. [2-4,17,31,30]). This may seem surprising for the module 
notions of [4,30], since they may seem more complex than ours. In particular, in these 
approaches, a module specification consists of four specifications and four morphisms: 
Essentially, in these approaches, SPi and SP2 would correspond, respectively, to 
the import and export specifications of the module; SP3 is a specification that may 
contain some auxiliary “elements” (e.g. sorts and operations) needed to define the 
“elements” exported; and, finally, SP,, describes the common parts of SPi and SP2. 
Obviously, the morphisms describe the relations between the four specifications. 
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Nevertheless, as said above, this kind of modules also fit into our framework if the 
underlying category of specifications has pushouts and pullbacks. In particular, to 
cover these cases we have to, first, allow modules to be denoted by arbitrary 
morphisms (not just inclusions) and, then, define a new category of specifications, 
where the objects are specifications (as in the “old” category) and morphisms between 
specifications SPi and SP2 are diagrams as above formed by morphisms from the old 
category. This indeed defines a category of specifications taking as identities the 
following diagrams: 
SP idsp SP 
idsp I I i&p 
SP id SP 
SP 
and defining the composition of two morphisms hr : SPi -+ SP2 and hz : SP2 -+ SP4 as 
follows: 
SP$ 
1 
SPO 
f, 
I 
SP1 
- SP’, 
(1) f, 
I 
ASP, 
hi 9, 
I 
- SP, 
91 
f* 
91 
(2) 
SP, 
I 92 
SP; 
I 
sp’; 
where subdiagrams (1) and (2) are, respectively, a pullback and a pushout in the old 
category. Now it is routine to check that this forms a category. 
We assume that the meaning of a module M is some kind of mapping, rcM, called 
a constructor, from Mod(IMP) to 2Mod(EXP). F o11 owing the aims of the paper, as 
discussed in the introduction, we do not make any specific assumption on how rcM is 
defined: we only assume that K~ is fixed by the underlying concrete framework. In 
particular, it must be noted that we assume that the underlying framework may be 
loose, in the sense that if A is in Mod(IMP) then K&A) may include several 
nonisomorphic models. Also, if the underlying framework is monomorphic, we may 
assume that K~(A) only includes one model up to isomorphism. 
Definition 3.3. Given an institution Y, a system of modules over 9, J$U~~, is 
a mapping that associates to every module M =IMP c, EXP, a constructor 
KMoOItMj : Mod( IMP) + 2Mod(EXP). 
From now on, if JZfJ_9Jz is implicit we will just write K~. According to the literature, 
different candidates for the choice of the module system would consist in defining 
KM(A) as: 
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(a) The free construction F,: Mod(IMP) + Mod(EXP), associated to the inclu- 
sion IMP c--, EXP, whenever we may ensure the existence of such a free construction. 
(b) The behavioural closure of the free construction, i.e. K~(A)= 
{&Mod(EXP)lF,(A) zBehB), f or an appropriate notion of behavioural equiva- 
lence. 
(c) The class of all conservative extensions of A, i.e. rcM(A)= 
{BEMod(EXP)I UM(B)=A}, h w ere UM denotes the forgetful functor associated to 
the inclusion IMP c-, EXP. 
Since we are working with two institutions, YBdV and 9%‘OY, we assume that 
a module system has been fixed for each of them. We do not make any specific 
assumption on _.4V099BIyp, but with respect to programs and program modules we 
will assume the following. 
Assumption 3.4. (1) If M = IMP L, EXP is a program module then we assume that 
the “parameter part” of the module (the “import interface”) includes no axioms, since 
checking that a given actual parameter satisfies the requirements in the import interface 
would need theorem proving capabilities in the given compiler. This means that for the 
program module M = IMP L, EXP we assume that IMP=(C(IMP),@). This is 
equivalent o assuming that rcM is defined from Mod(Z(IMP)) to 2Mod(EXP), where, in 
general, Z(SP) is the signature of the specification SP. 
(2) According to our intuition about programming languages, we can assume that 
modules in 9%‘09 are monomorphic, i.e. if M =IMP L) EXP is a module over 
9&Y!@ then, for every A in Mod( C( IMP)), K,(A) consists only of one model up to 
isomorphism. In particular, we may consider that the computational model of 
a language defines a unique semantics up to isomorphism (its operational semantics). 
(3) Finally, we assume that K~ is strongly persistent in the sense that for every A, 
there is an A2~~M(AI) such that UM(AZ)=AI. This implies that a module cannot 
change the meaning of what it imports. In particular, this may not be true for 
programming languages where a program may manipulate its own instructions, e.g. 
assembly language. However, the modular constructions for this kind of languages, if
they exist, are not very interesting from our point of view. 
In this context, a modular software system may be seen as a set of modules together 
with some global description of the system, e.g. the facilities or operations offered by 
the system. In our case we regard this description just as a signature. In previous 
versions of this work, we have also considered some axioms describing some global 
properties of the system. However, in our context, this seems to be not especially 
interesting since it only adds some burden to the presentation. The modules are bound 
to this global signature by means of a fitting morphism, matching the services or 
operations exported by a module with the global operations offered by the system. In 
order to allow for software reuse, we do not consider this morphism to be just an 
inclusion since, for instance, the names of the operations of a reused module may not 
exactly coincide with the names originally planned in the given system. Finally, we set 
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apart the program from the specification modules, since the correctness problem 
consists, precisely, in reasoning about the relations between them. 
It may be noted that in our framework we do not need to explicitly deal with 
operations for the interconnection of modules (as in [4, lo]). Instead, as we can see 
below, modules are connected implicitly. The reason for this choice is that, in our 
context, dealing with interconnection operations just adds unnecessary complication 
to the problem studied. This does not mean that for a “real” specification framework 
(i.e. a specification language) this is, necessarily, the best approach. Actually, in our 
opinion, having explicit operations for the interconnection of modules has, in practice, 
some advantages, but also some drawbacks, with respect o the approach used in this 
paper. 
Definition 3.5. A modular software system S is assumed to be a triple 
(C, MSPEC, MPROG) where MSPEC and MPROG are (finite) sets of modules on C, 
i.e. sets of pairs consisting of a specification (resp. a program) module and a signature 
morphism (IMP c--* EXP, h: C(EXP) + C). 
Usually, in most approaches we know, modular systems are seen as consisting just 
of one set of modules (either because there is not a clear distinction between the 
specification and the programming languages, or else because the module costruction 
involves a specification and a program text). Then, in that context, the semantics of 
a modular system is defined as some form of composition of the semantics of each of 
the modules in the system. This is not possible in our framework for various reasons. 
The most important one is that we assume that systems may be incomplete or 
unfinished. For instance, the global signature C may not necessarily be the “union” of 
all the signatures of the modules in MSPEC, i.e. some components of the system may 
not be specified yet. Then, in this situation it may not be sensible to assume the 
existence of such a “composition”. 
For example, suppose that we are defining a text processing system with various 
facilities. Additionally, suppose that, up to now, we have defined two specification 
modules M1 and Mz, such that in M1 we have described the form of the texts and in 
Mz we have specified the structure of a dictionary that we know is needed (since one of 
the facilities of the system will be checking the spelling). The problem is how to define 
the semantics of this system. Obviously, it makes no sense to try to “compose” these 
two modules. 
The solution we have found consists in regarding the modules as “constraints” over 
the given system. That is, in the above example, we will consider that the semantics of 
the text processing system will be the class of all models over the global signature and 
such that the text and the dictionary “parts” of the models “follow” the definition of 
the given module, i.e. in this sense, we say that the models of a system must satisfy the 
modules of the system. This idea is a generalization of the one used in [6,24] where 
generating constraints (or data constraints [25,5]) were used to deal with “incom- 
plete” specifications. 
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Definition 3.6. Given a signature C, a module M = IMP L, EXP and a morphism h: 
C(EXP) + C, a model AEM& satisfies A4 with respect to h, denoted A l=,, M, iff 
U,( U,(A))EMod(IMP) and, in addition, U,,(A)EK~( U,( U,(A))). 
Given a modular system S =(C, MSPEC, MPROG) the semantics of S, denoted 
[S 1, is defined: 
It may be noted that, if M is a program module, then the condition 
U,(U,(A))EMod(IMP) is always satisfied. This is not the case, in general, for 
specification modules since h is only a signature morphism. 
It must also be noted that this technique not only allows us to define the semantics 
of a modular system at any stage of development but, even for complete or finished 
systems, it can be considered a more adequate definition. The reason is that the 
semantics is really modular, in the sense that the meaning of the whole system is given 
in terms of the meaning of its parts without having, actually, to “build” the system (i.e. 
without having to compute the composition of all the modules). Nevertheless, below 
we will prove that for complete systems both kinds of semantics are compatible, in the 
sense that the class of models that satisfy all the modules coincides with the class of 
models obtained as the result of the composition of all the modules. 
Definition 3.7. A set of (program or specification) modules on C, MSET= 
((Mk,hk))k=l,n, is (SP,,C)-complete, with C(SPO) c--* C, iff we may define the follow- 
ing sequence of pushouts for some family of morphisms fk, f;, ik, k= 1, n: 
IMP1 - EXPr IMP2 + EXPz IMP, - EXP, 
J r, PO .f; \J r, PO r; \ l l l f” PO J r; \ 
spa il l EXP;p EXP; 12 EXP’,_, * 1. EXP, 
such that C( EXPb) = C and for every k: 
If MSET is (SPo, Q-complete then the sequence ( M1, . . . ,134, ), corresponding to the 
sequence of pushouts as above, is called a sequence of application of MSET. 
The intuition behind this definition is that a system @PO, Q-complete is a system 
which completely defines all the components of the signature C, except those that 
belong to some basic predefined specified by SPo. Actually, we may consider SPo to be 
the empty specification, if we can identify such an object in our institution (in 
particular, the empty signature would usually be identified with the initial object, if it 
exists, in the category of signatures). 
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It may be noted that the notion of sequence of application for a complete set of 
modules is very close to the notion of derivation sequence on algebraic specification 
graph-grammars (for the details, see e.g. [12]). 
In order to define the meaning of a (SPO, Z)-complete set of modules by means of 
the successive application of the modules in the system, we have first to define what is 
the meaning of “applying” a module M to a model A whose signature is “larger” than 
C( IMP). 
Definition 3.8. Given a module M = IMP v EXP, a set of models S z Mod( SP) and 
a morphism h: IMP +SP, then the application of M to S along h, denoted M[S],,, is 
defined as the amalgamation (i.e. the pullback associated to the corresponding 
pushout [ 133): 
MC~I~=S+S,GGJ) 
where Se = U,(S). 
If MSET={(M&)}k=~,n is (SPe, C)-complete for a sequence of pushouts as in 
Definition 3.7, then the semantics of MSET, denoted [MSETI], is a mapping from 
Mod(SPe) to 2Mod(EXPL) defined: 
vA~h40d(sP,) [MsET](A)=M,[... M,[A]~~ . ..I/. 
Remark 3.9. (1) The previous definition could have also been made by defining the 
extensions of the constructors rcM, along the corresponding subdiagrams of the 
diagram of Definition 3.7. Actually, the definition of M [ S] is indeed an extension 
Cl 11. 
(2) An (SP,,C)-complete set of modules MSET could be identified with a single 
module (IMPI, EXPb) resulting from the “composition” of all the modules in MSET. 
Then, its associated constructor would be [MSETj. In this sense, given h: IMP, + SP 
and SsMod(SP) we can also define the application of MSET to S along h as the 
amalgamation: 
M~ET[sI,=s+,~~MsET~(s,) 
corresponding to the following pushout: 
IMP, - EXP:, 
h 
I I 
SP - SP1 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the resulting module may be not expressible in the 
given framework. The reason is that the constructor associated by the underlying 
system of modules to the module M’=(IMP, EXP”), FC~*, may not coincide with 
[MSET]. 
Now, we are ready to state and prove the compatibility of the two semantics. 
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Theorem 3.10. Given an (SPe, C)-complete set of modules on C for a given sequence of 
pushouts as in Dejinition 3.7, MSET={(II~~,~~)}~=~,~, then 
{AEMod(C)I Uin.,,..il(A)EMOd(SPo) and VM,EMSETA~,,~M,} 
={AE[MSET](A,)IA,EM~~(SP,)} 
taking iI , . . . , i, as signature morphisms. 
Proof. (i) Assume Ae[MSET] (A,,), for some A,EMod(SP,). We must show that for 
all (Mk, h&MSET, A +,,, Mk, i.e. 
U,k(U,,JA))EMod(fMP,) and UbL(A)~~CML(U~Mlr(Uhk(A))) 
Now, we know that 
Therefore 
since all the morphisms involved are specification morphisms. On the other hand, by 
construction and by the properties of amalgamation (see the appendix), 
Let A’ be Uit+,( . . . Ui”(A)...), i.e. A’EM,[ . . . M~[&l~,...l~,. Then, by construction, 
A’ is defined as the amalgamation of the algebras At =Ui&A’), FI,=U,~(AI) and 
A3 = Q(A’+M,(Az): 
On the other hand, 
(ii) Let AcMod(Z) such that for all (MA, h&MSET, A kh, Mk and 
UinO .** Oil (A)oMod(SPo). We must show that AE[MSET](A,), for some 
A,EMod(SP,). We proceed by induction on the number of modules: 
Case k=O is trivial. 
Case k+l: Let AEMod(C)=Mod(C(EXP;+r)) such that Ui,+I~...~iI(A)E 
Mod(SP,) and AbhjMj for allj=l . . . k+l. NOW, if Abht+,Mk+l then 
UMb+,(Uh,+,(A))EMod(fMP,+,) and Uh,+,(A)=M,+,(UMk+,(Uhk+l(A))) 
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This means that 
A=Uik+,(A)+A, Ufi+,(A)EUir+l(A)+Al K~*+,(U~~+l(UI;+,(A))) 
where Ui,+,(A)EMOd(C(EXP;)), Al=(u~,+,(u,+,(A)))= UM,+,(UA+,(A)), which 
means that 
AE”k+ 1 [Ui,+,(A)lfti+, 
NOW, by COnStrUCtiOn, { (Mj, h>)}j= r,k is (SP,,, C(EXP;))-complete, where hi is the 
morphism binding Z( EXP,) to C( EXP;), i.e. hi = ik 0 ... 0 ij+ 1 ofj. Therefore, by induc- 
tion, we may assume that UI,+,(A)EMk[ -..Mr [Ae]f, . ..I/., for some &EMod(SPo), 
since Ui,.....i,(Ui,+,(A))EMOd(SPo) and for every j= 1 . . . k, A +hjMj implies 
Ui,+,(A) k hj A4j. Therefore, 
AEMk+l[Mk[...M1CAol/, . ..l.,l,,+,=[MSET]I(A,). 0 
If we take MSET to be MSPEC (resp. MPROG) for a given system S, the theorem 
states that the models satisfying all the modules in MSPEC (resp. MPROG) are 
exactly the models that can be built by successive application of the modules over all 
the possible interpretations of the base specification. 
4. Operations for the development of modular systems 
We consider three basic operations for system development: adding a new specifica- 
tion module to the given system; adding a new program module “translating” 
a specification module in the system, and, finally, specifying a simulation implementa- 
tion [22]. It must be noted that, as mentioned above, due to the kind of semantics 
defined for our modular systems, other operations like module composition or union 
are not really needed since they are implicit in our framework. On the other hand, 
other kinds of operations that would be really needed in a framework for software 
design, such as the “specialization” of a “general” module to produce a “concrete” one, 
are not explicitly considered here because they have no influence on the problem 
studied. Nevertheless pecialization is, again, implicitly handled through the fitting 
morphism matching a module with the corresponding global signature. Similarly, 
reusing a module from a previous system design (i.e. reusing not only a module 
specification, but also its implementation) could be represented by a combination of 
our basic operations. 
Now, the first operation adding a new module to the system can be defined as 
follows. 
Definition 4.1. Given a modular system S =(C, MSPEC, MPROG), a signature 
Z(EXPo), a morphism he : Z(EXP,,) + C and a module M = IMP L, EXP with 
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C(EXPe) w C(EXP), the result of the operation 
Add M to S sharing Z(EXPO) via ho 
is the new modular system S’ =(Z’, MSPEC’u {(M, h)}, MPROG’), where MSPEC 
={(Mi,fohi)I(Mi,hi)EMSPEC}, MPROG’={(M~,~~~~))(M~,~~)EMPROG) 
and f, h and c’ are defined by the following pushout diagram: 
C( EXP,,) - C( EXP) 
ho 1 I 
h 
Z-Z 
f 
Interpretation 4.2. Adding a new specification module to a modular system provides 
a definition for the (nonimported) “components” in C( EXP). We assume that some of 
these components may be already in C, i.e. these are the elements matching (via ho) the 
contents of the subsignature C(EXP,,). On the other hand, other elements (that were 
not in the original global signature) may also be defined in the module. For this 
reason, we define a new global signature C’ in the resulting modular system and we 
modify, accordingly, the morphisms matching the old modules with this new signa- 
ture. It must be taken into account that, if we consider that a module may use 
auxiliary elements that could be considered not “visible” from the system’s point of 
view, then our notion of module (morphism) should have a provision for this, e.g. see 
Remark 3.2. 
Example 4.3. Let us suppose that we are designing a text processing system, including 
a facility for checking the spelling, then our initial global signature C may include an 
operation 
check : Dictionary x Word + Boo1 
However, C may not include any other operation for “dealing” with the dictionary 
because we may not want to decide too early the kind of data structure that our 
dictionary is going to be. Afterwards, we may define the following module for 
specifying the dictionary as some kind of set of words. In this case the import 
specification describes a type of words including an equality operation (actually the 
two equations below “force” eq to coincide with equality on words): 
IMP = BOOL +sorts Word 
opns eq : Word x Word + Boo1 
var X, Y: Word 
eqns eq( X, X) = true 
eq(X, Y)=true *X= Y 
EXP = IMP + sorts Dictionary 
opns new : Dictionary 
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add-word : Dictionary x Word + Dictionary 
check : Dictionary x Word + Boo1 
var X, Y: Word; D: Dictionary 
eqns add_word(add_word(l),X),X)=add_word(l),X) 
add_word(add_word(D, X), Y)=add_word(add_word(D, Y), X) 
check(new, X) = false 
check(add_word(D,X), Y)=eq(X, Y) or check(D, Y) 
In this context, if we want to add this module to the system, we would define 
C( EXPe) = C( IMP) +sorts Dictionary 
opns check : Dictionary x Word + Boo1 
as the shared signature, since the sort Dictionary and the operation check (together 
with the sorts and operations from the import signature) are exactly the elements of 
the module that were already present in the global signature. Then, the resulting 
global signature, after adding the module, would include also the operations new and 
add-word. 
The second operation describes the “coding” of a specification module into a program 
module. 
Definition 4.4. Given a modular system S =(C, MSPEC, MPROG), a module 
M = IMP ~1 EXP, with (M, h) in MSPEC, and a program module 
M’=IMP’L, EXP’, such that IMP’=(C(IMP), 0) C(EXP)=C(EXP’) and such 
that K~, is a translation of K~, i.e. for every A in Mod( IMP) rcMM.( A) = rcM( A), then the 
result of the operation 
Translate M by M’ in S 
is the new modular system S’ =( C, MSPEC, MPROG u {(M’, h) 1). 
Remarks and Interpretation 4.5. (1) It must be noted that M is retained in the 
resulting system, although it could have been similarly taken away. However we think 
that it is reasonable to keep in the system every program module together with its 
specification. 
(2) The intuition behind this operation is that M and M’ have exactly the same 
meaning when working on models from Mod(IMP). However, the constructor 
associated to M’ is also defined on models from Mod(C(IMP)) which do not satisfy 
the axioms in IMP. We could have provided a slightly more general definition, i.e. 
Ui(KM,(A))=KM(A), with i: Z(EXP) - C( EXP’). However this would mean that in 
C(EXP’) there would be some program units without specification, which seems 
methodologically inadequate. 
(3) It must be noted that not every specification module can be translated into 
a program module. For instance, a loose specification module (i.e. if ICY contains 
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more than one model up to isomorphism) cannot be translated, since program 
modules are assumed to be nonloose. Also, it may be impossible to translate some 
specification modules, even if they are nonloose. The reason is that the specification 
and the programming institutions, in general, may have different expressive power. As 
a consequence, in order to “implement” a specification module we may have to “refine” 
it until arriving at modules which can be translated into the programming language. 
Therefore, the third operation describes the refinement of a specification module by 
another specification module(s) with the same “behaviour”. Actually, the result of the 
refinement may also be less loose (more concrete) than the module refined. In order to 
define this operation we need to assume that our institutions 9’98% and 9%&Y!% are 
equipped with some suitable notion of behavioural equivalence (see e.g. [22]). In 
particular, without loss of generality, we will assume that the observations defining 
behavioural equivalence are defined by means of some “observable subsignature”. 
Hence, we assume that for every signature inclusion CO ~1 C in Sig an equivalence 
relation on Mod(C), denoted = Beh,z‘o, (or just =Beh if C,, can be inferred from the 
context), is defined. We could have chosen different approaches, but we think that this 
one is general enough and simple. In particular, an alternative approach could have 
been [27]. However we feel that following that approach we would not gain any 
additional insight and, on the other hand, it would not fit so well within our 
framework. The only additional assumptions that we consider that behavioural 
equivalence must satisfy are: 
(1) Behavioural equivalence is preserved by forgetful functors: given signatures C, c’, 
Co and CL, such that Co L, C and CL =-+ C’, and given morphisms h,, : Co + ,Zo and h : 
C + Z’ such that the diagram below commutes: 
I I 
c - C’ 
h 
we have that for every A, A’EMod(C’) A -Beh(z6jA’ implies that 
U,(A) ‘Beh(&,) uhtA’). 
(2) Behavioural equivalence is preserved by restriction of observations: given signa- 
tures ZO, C, and C,, such that C, L, C, c--t Cz, then for every A, A’EMod(Cz) 
A= Be&VI) A’ implies that A --Beh(zOJ A’. 
Definition 4.6. Let S=(C, MSPEC, MPROG) be a modular system and let 
M1 = IMP L, EXPl and M2 = IMP1 v EXPz be two modules, with (Ml, h,) and 
(M2, h,) in MSPEC, such that the following diagram commutes: 
C(IMP1) - C(EXP1) 
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Let M3 = EXPz c* EXPJ be a new specification module, with i: C(EXP1) =+ 
C(EXP3) such that the following diagram is a pushout: 
C(IMPi) - z(EXPi) 
3 1 
i 
C(EXP2) - C(EXPs) 
Then M3 is an implementation of Ml by means of M2 if 
VAEMod(IMPi) VBEKM~(KM,(A)) ~B)EKM~(A) U,(B) ~:B~~(z(IMP~JJB 
Moreover, in this case, the result of the operation 
Implement M 1 by MS by means of M2 in S 
is the new modular system S’=(C,MSPEC-{(M1,h1)}u{(M3,h3)},MPROG), 
where h3 is the universal morphism from C(EXPs) to C. 
Remarks and Interpretation 4.7. (1) Note that, as a consequence of the definition of 
hJ, hi =hs 0 i. This property will be used later. 
(2) The intuition behind this operation is that the pair of modules M2 and M3 
refines Ml in two ways. On the one hand, as said above, M2 and M3 together may be 
seen as a less loose version of M 1. In this sense, if we identify the class of models of 
a given implementation with the different ways of “realizing” this specification, then 
the development step associated to this operation implies taking some design decision, 
ruling out some of this realizations. On the other hand, the models built by M2 and 
M3 may not be exactly equal to the models built by Ml, but just behaviourally 
equivalent. In this sense, for instance, with this operation we may specify the imple- 
mentation of data abstractions by data types which are closer to the programming 
language data types (see the example below). 
(3) We have considered that, when defining one such implementation step, the 
module M2 is already in the modular system being developed. We could have 
considered similarly that M2 is not in MSPEC and defined MSPEC’ as 
MSPEC - {M 1 } u { M2, M3}. Additionally, for methodological reasons related to 
hiding “implementation detail”, we assume that an implementation does not add any 
new “visible” operations to the system (i.e. the global signature does not change). This 
is ensured by the condition that C(EXPs) must be the pushout of C(EXPi) and 
C( EXPz). 
(4) We could have provided a slightly more general version of this operation by 
allowing to describe the implementation of a module in terms of any arbitrary set of 
modules (not just two). However, we think that this would just complicate the 
presentation without providing any additional insight. 
Example 4.8. Let us suppose that Ml is the module specifying a dictionary from 
Example 4.3 and Mz is a module specifying sequences of words: 
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IMP2 = IMP1 
EXPz = IMP2 + sorts Seq 
opns e-s: Seq 
app : Seq x Word + Seq 
head : Seq + Word 
tail : Seq + Seq 
var S: Seq; X: Word 
eqns tail( app( S, X)) = S 
tail(e--s)=e--s 
head(app(S,X))=X 
then, we may implement the dictionary in terms of a sequence of words (without 
repetitions) by means of a module M3, as follows: 
IMP3 = EXPz 
EXP3 = IMP3 + sorts Dictionary 
opns c : Seq + Dictionary hidden 
new : Dictionary 
add-word : Dictionary x Word + Dictionary 
check : Dictionary x Word + Boo1 
var S: Seq; X, Y: Word 
eqns new=c(e-s) 
check(c(e_s),X)=false 
check(c(app(S,X)), Y)=eq(X, Y) or check(c(S), Y) 
add-word(c(S),X)=c(S) if check(c(S),X)=true 
add-word(c(S),X)=c(app(S,X)) if check(c(S),X)=false 
Following the style of [S], the specification EXP3 includes the definition of a sort 
implementing operation (the operation c) describing the binding of “concrete values” to 
“abstract values”, i.e. c denotes the abstractionfunction in the sense of [18]. Note that 
this operation must be kept hidden (i.e. it would not be exported). The reason is that, 
otherwise, this implementation would add new operations to the global signature 
which we consider inadequate. 
5. Correctness results for modular systems 
In the previous sections we have defined the operations that we consider in our 
framework for the development of a modular system, together with their associated 
context conditions. Now, if we have a consistent system S and we perform one of these 
operations obtaining a new system S’, as said in the introduction, it would be 
desirable to prove that S’ is a correct refinement of S. Unfortunately, it may be shown 
that it is not even sure that S’ is consistent, as the following counterexample shows. 
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Counterexample 5.1. Let us assume that we work in the institution of equational ogic 
and that the associated module system maps every module M = IMP L, EXP into the 
associated free construction FM. Let NAT be the specification of the natural numbers 
and let SPr, SP2 and SPs be the following specifications: 
SP1 = NAT + sorts s SP2 = sorts nat, s SP,=SP,+opns g: s+nat 
opns a,b: s opns a: s eQ=- g(a)=f(a) 
f: s + nat f: s+nat 
eqna a=b 
f(x)=0 
Now, let S be the system formed by the modules Mr =( @ , NAT), M2 =(NAT, SP1) 
and M3 =(SP2, SPJ), then it can be easily shown that the algebra A defined A,,, = N, 
A,= (a}, aA= bA=a, fA(a)=O, g,(a)=0 satisfies the three modules. Now, let SP; be 
the following specification: 
Sp; = NAT + sorts s 
opns a,b: s 
f: s+nat 
eqns f(x)=0 
and let M; be the module (NAT,SP;). It can be easily proved that M; is a correct 
implementation of Mz, if we assume the sort s to be nonobservable and we take some 
classical notion of behavioural equivalence (see e.g. [22]). Now, if in the given system 
we substitute the module M2 by M; then the result becomes inconsistent. The reason 
is that if a model B satisfies M; then B, must contain two different values for a and b, 
therefore the algebra A, defined above, does not satisfy M;. On the other hand, if 
a and b denote different values in B, then if B satisfies M3 this means that g(b) must 
denote a junk value on B,,, (i.e. a value different from all natural numbers); but, if this 
happens, then B does not satisfy Ml. 
The problem with this example is that the semantics considered is incompatible 
with behavioural equivalence, in the sense that given two behaviourally equivalent 
models A and B and a module M then A may satisfy M and B may not. We may argue 
that, then, the given semantics is not adequate. The problem is that, to make it 
adequate, we would have to “embed” behavioural equivalence into our semantics, but 
this would probably result in a complication of the underlying logic and, as a conse- 
quence, of the associated verification tools. On the other hand, this seems to be against 
the principle of modularity. However we will see that we can still prove modular 
correctness if the programming language has the right properties. In particular, let us 
assume that the given programming language is stable in the following sense (related 
notions of stability [31,30] are essentially equivalent). 
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Definition 5.2. A system of modules on a given program institution is stable iff for any 
module M =(IMP, EXP), any signature C and any morphism h: C(IMP) + Z and 
any A, A’, with A, A’EMod(C), such that A =BBehcz,, A’  for a given Co =+ C, then it 
must hold that 
Remark 5.3. (1) The intuition underlying stability is quite simple: when we design 
a software module we may assume some properties on the models to which the 
module can be applied. However, it may happen that instead of applying the module 
M to a certain model A satisfying the IMP requirements we may want to apply M to 
an “implementation” of A that does not, actually, satisfy these requirements. In this 
context, stability just means that applying M to an implementation of A yields an 
implementation of M(A). 
(2) To prove our results, stability as defined above is, actually, too strong. In 
particular, given any module M, it is enough to ensure that the application of 
M preserves behavioural equivalence for any pair of models A and A’ such that A is 
definable by the specification language and A’ is definable by the programming 
language. The idea is that a module just has to preserve behavioural equivalence 
between a model that can be specified and an implementation that can be “pro- 
grammed”. It must be noted that all our results about modular correctness could have 
been proved in terms of this weaker notion. In Section 6, where we study stability in 
more detail, we provide a more precise definition of this notion which we call weak 
stability. From a practical standpoint, it is probably not too different for a language to 
be stable or weakly stable. However, from a theoretical standpoint, weak stability is 
quite interesting. 
(3) If a system of modules is stable then, given an (SPO, Q-complete set of modules 
MSET, its associated semantics also preserves behavioural equivalence, i.e.: given 
a signature C’ and a morphism h: C(SP,-,) + c’, for any A, A’EMod(Z’) such that 
A= Be,,(z(spo)) A’, for a given C,, L, Z, it must hold that 
MSWAII, -BBeh(Z(SP,)) MSE-UA’II~ 
Now, we may see that the problems shown in the above counterexample are not so 
important. In particular, if S’ is the “final” system, obtained after a series of correct 
development steps from a system S, then the meaning of the composition of all the 
modules in MPROG (from S’) can be shown to be a “realization” or an “implementa- 
tion” of S, independently of whether some “intermediate” systems were inconsistent. 
But, before, we have to prove an auxiliary lemma and present some additional 
definitions. 
Definition 5.4. Given a specification SPO and a modular system S =(C, 
MSPEC, MPROG), we say that S is SP&inished iff both MSPEC and MPROG are 
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(SP,,, Q-complete and every module from MSPEC has a translation in MPROG, i.e. 
for every (M,~)EMSPEC 3(P,h)eMPROG such that P is a translation of M. 
Definition 5.5. Given a module M =(IMP, EXP) and a set of program modules on ,Z, 
MPROG, a realization of M in MPROG is an (IMP,C’)-complete set of program 
modules on c’, MPROG’ E MPROG, and a morphism f: C( EXP) -+ C’ such that: 
(1) VAEMod(IMP) 3B~rc~(A) such that U/([MPROG’](A)) =a&(r(iMp))B and 
(2) V(P, K)EMPROG 3(P, ~)EMPROG such that h = g 0 h’, where g is the univer- 
sal morphism from c’ to C associated to the sequence of (signature) pushouts 
corresponding to the (IMP, Z’)-completeness of MPROG’. 
The idea is that a system realizes a specification module M if it contains a set of 
program modules MPROG’ that can be considered its implementation. In particular, 
condition (2) only states that all the modules in MPROG’ are also in MPROG and 
that the corresponding binding morphisms (to c’ and C, respectively) must be 
“coherently defined”. 
Now, the following lemma is the key for the proof of our results. This lemma, 
essentially, says that the final system realizes (or implements) correctly every specifica- 
tion module defined at any stage of the development process. In this sense, the lemma 
can be considered a first step towards modular correctness. However the lemma is not 
really a result on modular correctness since, given S and S’, it is not shown that S’ is, 
globally, a correct implementation of S. In particular, it must be noted that S is not 
assumed to be consistent. 
Lemma 5.6. Given S =(C, MSPEC, MPROG), such that the underlying system of 
modules on the program institution S is stable, and such thutfor every (P, h) in MPROG 
there is a specijkution module M satisfying that (M, h)E MSPEC and P is a translation 
of M. Let S’ =( C, MSPEC’, MPROG’) be an SP,-jnished system such that S’ has been 
obtained after applying a sequence of translation and implementation steps over S, then 
V(M, h)EMSPEC, with M =(IMP,EXP), there is a realization of M in MPROG 
(MPROG”, f: C(EXP) + cl) such that the following diagram commutes: 
C( EXP) 
where g is the universal morphism from C’ to C associated to the sequence of pushouts 
corresponding to the (IMP, C’)-completeness of MPROG”. 
Proof. First of all, note that if S’ has been obtained after applying only transla- 
tion and implementation steps over S, then the global signatures of S and S’ must 
coincide. 
We proceed by induction on the number of steps used to obtain S’ from S. 
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Case n=O is trivial since this means that MSPEC= MSPEC’ and MPROG= 
MPROG’. Then, every module M in MSPEC has a translation in MPROG. 
Obviously, this translation together with the identity morphism realizes M. 
Case n + 1: Let us denote the sequence of translation and implementation steps by 
s=s1-+ sz -+ ... * Sn+l=S’ 
By induction, we assume that in MPROG’ there is a realization of every specification 
module in SZ such that the corresponding diagram commutes. We consider two cases: 
(a) The step Sr c, S, is a translation step. Then in MPROG’ there is, trivially, 
a realization of every specification module in S1 , since the sets of specification 
modules in Sr and SZ coincide. 
(b) The step Si -+ SZ is an implementation step, i.e. a specification module 
M1=(IMP1,EXP1) is implemented by M3 by means of M2, with Mz=(IMP2, 
EXP2), M3 =(IMP3, EXP3) (with IMP2 = IMP1 and IMP, = EXP,) and 
C(EXPr) t* C(EXPJ). Then, the module MI in S1 is substituted by M, (M, is in Sr 
and remains in S,). Therefore, we have to prove that in MPROG’ there is a realization 
of MI, assuming that in MPROG’ there are realizations of M2 and Ms. 
Let (MPROGj,gj) (j= 2,3) be the realization of Mj in MPROG’, i.e. MPROG, 
is (IMP,, Cj)-complete, with gj: Z(EXPj) + Cj, VAEMOd(IMPj) ~BEKM,(A) 
IJgj( [r MPROGj] (A)) EBBeh(t(IMPj)) B and, finally, the following diagrams commute: 
where f2 and f3 are the universal morphisms going from C2 and C3, respectively, to C. 
We will, first, define a pair (MPROGr, g1 : C(EXP,) -+ C(EXP;)), for a given speci- 
fication EXP;, such that MPROGi is (IMPi, C(EXP;))-complete by construction, 
and then we will show tat (MPROGr,gr), realizes M,. 
Let (Pi, . . . . Pk) and (Q1, . . . . Qj) be sequences of application of MPROG2 and 
MPROG3, respectively, i.e. 
PIMP1 - PEXP, 
/ 
PIMP, - PEXPz PIMPk - PEXPk 
h, &J hZ* I;,\, l l ’ J1% &\ 
IMPi 
i2, 
l PEXP; 
i2Z 
l PEXP; PEXPk _ r 7 PEXP; 
. 
and 
QIMPl - QEXPl QIMP2 - QEXP2 
J 
QIMPj - QEXPj 
h, 4 / &\ l l l J!f% &A 
EXP2 
4 
p QEXP; id QEXP; 
where C( PEXPL) = C2 and Z(QBXP;) = C 
QEXP;_, il QEXP; 
3. Additionally, since MPROG2 and 
MPROGJ are realizations in MPROG’, we know that for every (Pi, hi) and (Qi, hi ) in 
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MPROG’, 
hi=f,o izko . . . o i2,+, ofii and hj=f3 0 i3,o . . . oi3,+,of& 
Let us consider the sequence of program modules (Pi, . . . , Pk, Qi,, . . . , Qi,), where 
il is the smallest i such that Qi $ {Pi, . . . , Pk} and is+ 1 is the smallest i such that i > is 
and Qi$ {Pi, . . . . Pk}, i.e. (Qi,, . . . . Qi,) is the sequence consisting of all the modules 
from (Qi, . . . . Qj) which are not in (PI, . . . . Pk ). This means that, for every module 
Qi.7 all its predecessors in (Q1, . . . . Qj), i.e. {Qi, . . . . Qi,_r}, are in (PI, . . . , Pk, 
Qil, -**y Qi,_,) and, also, we know that there is a signature morphism, g2, from 
C(EXP2) to Z( PEXP;). As a consequence, for every i,, there are universal (signature) 
morphisms from C(QEXP$J to the result of the pushout sequence associated to the 
application sequence (PI, . . . , Pk, Qi,, . . . , Qi,), i.e. C( QEXPy*) in the diagram below. 
Therefore, there is a signature morphism, g3i,, from C(QIMPi,) to C(QEXPl_,). 
However, QiS is a program module and hence QIMPi,=(C(QIMPi,), 0 ), which 
means that g3iS is also a specification morphism. Then, we can build the following 
sequence of pushouts as a continuation of the sequence of pushouts associated to 
<P 1, .*a, P,): 
QIMP i, + QEXPi, QIMPi, 4 QEXPi, QIMPi, 
J 931, 
s&, \ J 93i, ,\, 
PEXP; - QEXPI,: - 
i;,, L2 
;;xP;2 
. . . I 
\ 
Q:XP;W 
Now, by construction, MPROGi consisting of all the modules in 
<P t,--.,Pk,Qi,,***, Qi,) together with the corresponding morphisms to C( QEXPyW ) 
is ( IMPI, C( QEXPym))-complete. In addition, because of the universal property of the 
pushouts, we know that 
fi =fi 0 ii,, 0 . . . 0 iji, 
where fi is the universal morphism from C(QEXP&) to C and g; is the universal 
morphism from C3 = C( QEXPS) to C( QEXPY,,,). As a consequence, for every (Pi, hi) in 
MPROG’, 
and for every (Qi,, hi,) in MPROG’, 
9; 0 iJj 0 0 . . . i3i,+, of&,= ijim 0 . . . 0 ihi,+, 0 sbis 
Hence, 
hi,=f3 o i3j~ . . . 0 i3i,+,of;is =fi 0g;oi3~~ . . . o i3is+, Ofiis 
=fioij. o...~ij~+,og;. 
‘ml ‘s 
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Finally, let us define g1 : Z(EXPr) +C(QEXPym) as follows: 
91=9;"93oi 
where i is the inclusion associated to the implementation of M1 by M2 and M3, 
i: Z(EXPr) - Z(EXP3), then 
but f3 0 g3 =h3 (see the diagram above) and on the other hand (see Remark 4.7(l)) 
h1 = h3 0 i. Therefore, 
Now, to end the proof of the lemma, we have to show that VAEMod(IMP,) 
!lB~rc~~(A) such that U,,([MPROG,](A)) =Beh(PCIMP,jjB. First, let us note that 
for every P in MPROG2, by Theorem 3.10, [MPROG1] (A)) l= P, since all modules 
in MPROGz are also in MPROGi. This obviously means that 
U,;( [MPROGr ] (A)) l= P, where g; : C2 + C( QEXPym) is defined: 
g;=i;,mo...Oi;,, 
By Theorem 3.10 this implies that 
U,~([MPR~G,](A))=[MPROG,I](A) 
Similarly, if we denote U&&(1MPROG&A))) by AlEMod(EXPA= 
Mod(IMP3) (i.e. A1 = U,2([TMPROG,](A))) then we can prove that 
U,;([MPROG,II(A))=IMPROG,j(A,) 
where g; : C3 + C(QEXPym) was defined above. Therefore, 
U,;([MPROG,](A))=[MPROG,](U,,([MPROG,-j(A))) 
Now, since MPROGz realizes M2, ~&EK~~(A) such that U,2([MPROG2j(A)) 
= ueh( qIMP,jj B2. By stability this means 
U,;(1MPROG,W)) ~Beh(Z(IMP,))IMPROG34(Bz) 
On the other hand, since MPROG3 realizes M3, 3~3-%,(&) 
U,JIW’ROG34 UJd) = Beh(Z(&4P3))B3. Then, U&MPROG31(&)) =Beh(41MP1))B3, 
since IMP1 = IMP2 L, EXPz = IMP,. Therefore, 
U,,(U,;([MPROG&‘t))) =BBeh(Z(lMP,))B3 
Finally, since M3 is an implementation of Ml by means of M2, we have that 
~B,EKM~(A) such that Ui(B3) ~&h(~~~Mp,))B1. Then 
UW&J,;([MPROG&A)))) ~Beh(T(IMP,))BlEKM,(A) 0 
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The next theorem is the first actual result on modular correctness. It states that, 
given a modular system S completely specified with respect to some predefined 
specification Spa, then the final system S’ obtained after a sequence of implementa- 
tion and translation steps is a correct realization or implementation of S. 
Theorem 5.7. Let S =(C, MSPEC, MPROG) be a consistent system, such that the 
underlying system of modules on the program institution 9’ is stable, such that 
MPROG =0 and MSPEC is (Spa, Q-complete. Let S’ =( C, MSPEC’, MPROG’) be 
an SPo-jnished system obtained after applying a sequence of translation and implemen- 
tation steps over S, then 
{ [MPROG’](A,) I Ar,EMod(SP,)} #8; 
moreouer VAOeMod(SPo) VAE[MPROG’](A,) ~BE[S] such that 
A= Beh( -WP,)) B 
Proof. First of all, let us note that the first fact stated by the theorem, i.e. 
{[MPROG’](A,)lA~~Mod(SP,)}#& t is rivially true because, as a consequence of 
our assumptions on program modules, given an (SPO, C)-complete set of program 
modules and an SP,,-model A,,, [MPROG’] (A,) contains exactly one model (up to 
isomorphism). To prove the second statement, let (MI, . . . , M,) be a sequence of 
application of MSPEC = { ( Mc, hk)}k= l,a, i.e. 
IMP1 - EXPl IMP2 - EXPz IMP, - EXP, 
J h po fi \ J 
fz PO fi 
\ 
l ’ l 
/ 
f. PO I: 
\ 
SPep EXP; - EXP; 
ii i2 
EXP;_ r r EXP:, 
1. 
and let MSPECj be the sets of modules { Mk}t= l,j, forj=O, n. We will show that for 
every j, there is an (SPO, Z(EXPj))-complete set of program modules on C(EXPT), 
MPROGj, and a morphism gj: Z(EXPi) + C(EXPj’) such that: 
(1) VAEMod(SPa) !lBE[MSPECj](A) such that U,([MPROGj](A)) GaBeh(r(w,))B, 
(2) V(P,h’)cMPROGj 3(P, h)EMPROG’ such that h=gy 0 h’, where gi is the uni- 
versal morphism from Z(EXP[i’) to Z, and 
(3) V(Mj, hj)EMSPEC we have that i,o . . . oij+l =gjogj. 
That is, MPROG, can be seen as a realization or implementation of the set of 
modules MSPECj. In particular, for j= n, MPROG,= MPROG’, which proves the 
theorem. 
We proceed by induction on the number of modules in MSPEC. 
Case k=O is trivial. It is enough to take MPROG,,= 0. 
Case k + 1: By the previous lemma, we know that there exists an (IMPk+ 1, Z’)- 
complete set of program modules MPROG;+ 1 realizing Mk+ 1, for some g;+ i : 
C(EXPk+ 1) + Z’. Then, using the same construction as in the previous lemma, we can 
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combine the sequences of application associated to MPROGk and to MPR0GL.i 
into a single one, associated to a set of program modules MPROGk+i including 
all the modules from MPROGk and MPROG’ k+l. In addition, by construction, we 
know that MPROGk+i is (SPO, C(EXPl+,))-complete and is equipped with three 
universal morphisms: &‘+r : C’ + Z(EXPL+i), i;+i : C(EXP;) +C(EXPk”+l) and gk+i : 
C(EXP;+i)+ C(EXP;+i). Then, properties (2) and (3) can be proved as in the 
previous lemma. Now, to prove (l), we again follow an approach similar to the one 
used in the previous lemma. 
We know that for every P in MPROGk and every A in Mod(SP,), 
[MPROGk+l](A)kP and this means that U,+,([MPROG,+,n(A))~P, i.e. 
&+,([MPROG,+,](4)=~MPROG,](A) 
Let g: C(IMPk+ i) + C(EXP;) be the morphism defined g=gk Ofk+ 1. Let A’ be 
[MPROG,](A), then, similarly, we can prove that 
U_r;:,(BMPROGk+i4(4)=[rMPROG~+&U,(A’)) 
This implies, by the uniqueness properties of amalgamations (see the Appendix), that 
U,,(~MPROGk+ln(A))=MPRoG;+l ~~gk(~‘)ifk+I 
i.e. 
U,~([IMPROGk+ln(~))=MPROG~+l CU,~(~MPROGkn(A))l,,+, 
where g’ is the universal morphism from C” to C( EXP;, r) and C” is the result of the 
following pushout: 
C(IMP,+i) + z(EXPl,+r)+%’ 
f,+,l PO 1 
C( EXP;) b C” 
NOW, by induction, %IE[MSPEGk] (A) such that U,*([MPROGk] (A)) 
=Beh(4sP,j) B. By stability this means 
MPROG+i [U,*(~MPROGkn(A))I/,,, rBeh(z(SP,,))MPRoGi+l [f%,+, 
i.e. 
wIwPROGk+lw)) =B~~(z(sP~))MPROG;+~ [%+, 
On the other hand, since MPR0Gi.r realizes Mk+l, ~B’EM~+~ [B],,,, C 
wPECk+lj c-4) such that U,,(MPROGk+ 1 [B],,,,) =Beh(Z(Spo)) B’, where h’ is the 
universal morphism going from C(EXPk+ 1) to C”. Therefore, 
U,,+,([MPROGk+&f)) =B~~(T(SP,,))B 
since g’Oh’=gk+i. @ 
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The above theorem is quite restrictive since it assumes that the “initial” system is 
completely specified, while in our framework we allow to deal with incomplete 
specifications. In this sense, we need a stronger theorem to show modular correctness 
for the whole process, including operations for adding specification modules. The 
theorem we present below provides such a result. In particular it states that if the set of 
specification modules added to the system along the development process is consistent 
then the semantics of the program modules of the final system is a realization of the 
semantics of these specification modules. To prove this result, we will first prove that 
any development process is equivalent to a process where all add operations take 
place before the implement and translate operations. Then, in this situation, we can 
apply Theorem 5.7 to obtain the desired result. 
Proposition 5.8. Let SO=(Co, MSPEC,,,MPROG,,) be a given system and S,=(C,, 
MSPEC,, MPROG,) a system obtained after applying a sequence of development steps 
over SO, i.e. 
Then there exists a sequence of development steps: 
s~-s;-+s;-+~---+s, 
such that if S$ c-) S:, 1 is a translation or an implementation step then Vj > i SJ cs S;, 1 
is also a translation or an implementation step. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that if Si e S2 is a translation or an implementation step 
and SZ c* S3 is an add step then we can “commute” these steps obtaining the same 
result. 
(a) Translation followed by adding: 
S,=(Z,MPSPECu{(M,,h,)},MPROG) 
rra~~~~~~M,byP,inS;/~MtoS,shannlIEXP,viah, 
S,=(LMSPECu{(M,,h,)}, MPROGu{(P,,h,)}) S;=(~,MSPEC’u{(M,,h;)}v{(M,h)}, MPROG’) 
*daMloS1sh”ngLEXP~ria~JTian.lalM,blP,inSi 
S,=(Z’,MSPEC’u{(M,,h;)}u{(M,h)}, MPROG’u{(P,,h;)}) 
where h; =fo hl, MSPEC’=((Mi,fo hi) I(Mi, hi)EMSPEC} and MPROG’= 
{(P&o h,) ( (Pk, h&MPROG} and where c’, h and fare obtained from the pushout 
corresponding to the “add” operation: 
CEXP, + C(EXP) 
ho1 & 
C-Z 
f 
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(b) Implementation followed by adding: 
S1=(Z,MPSPECu{(M,,h,)},MPROG) 
Implement M, by M, by means of MZ in S 
/ \ 
Add A4 to S1 sharing ZEXP, via h, 
S,=(rZ,MSPECu{(M,,h,)}, MPROG) S;=(~,MSPEC’u{(M,,h;)}u{(M,h)}, MPROG’) 
AddMtoS,sharingZEXP,via\ / Implement M1 by M, by means of M, in S; 
S,=(X’,MSPEC’u{(M,,h;)}u{(M,h)}, MPROG’) 
where (Mz, h,) is assumed to be in MSPEC (and, as a consequence, (M,,fo h2) is in 
MSPEC’), h3 is the universal morphism from C(EXPJ) to Z associated to the 
pushout: 
C(IMP1) - C(EXP,) 
I I 
Z(EXP2) - WXP,) 
corresponding to the “implement” operation; where hJ=fo hj (j= 1,3), MSPEC’= 
{(Mi,fo hi) 1 (M,,hi)EMSPEC} and MPROG’= {(Pk,fo hk) 1 (P,,hk)eMPROG} and 
where c’, h and fare obtained from the pushout corresponding to the “add” operation 
as above. 0 
As a direct consequence of this proposition and Theorem 5.7 we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.9. Let S,,=(C,,, MSPECo, @) be a consistent system, such that the under- 
lying system of modules on the program institution B is stable, and let 
S, = (C,, MSPEC,, MPROG,) be an SP,-jnished system obtained after applying a se- 
quence of development steps over SO, i.e. 
S~~S~-+S~-+~~~cyS, 
Let S =(C,, MSPEC, 0) be the system obtained after adding to SO all the modules added 
along this development process. If S is consistent and MSPEC is (SP,, &)-complete then 
{ [MPROGJ (A,) I A,~ModW’o)) Ztk 
moreover VA,EMod(SP,) VAE~MPROG,IJ(A,)~BE(~S~ such that 
~4 = Beh( Z(SP& B 
This theorem is precisely the result needed, i.e. it states that if we develop a system 
by adding new specification modules or refining the existing ones by means of correct 
development steps, then the final system will be correct (i.e. the set of program 
modules is a correct “implementation” of the set of specification modules added along 
the development process), provided that the underlying system of modules in the 
program institution is stable. It may be noted that no assumption is made about the 
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stability of the system of modules in the specification institution. On the other hand, 
we may see that if the programming language used does not provide a stable system of 
modules we may have problems, as in the following example. 
Example 5.10. Let us consider the following ADA module for implementing stacks (of 
integers): 
package STACKS is 
type STACK is private; 
function emptystack return STACK; 
procedure push (S: in out STACK; X: in INTEGER); 
procedure pop (S: in out STACK); 
function top (S: STACK) return INTEGER; 
private 
type VECTOR is array (1. . . 100) of INTEGER; 
type STACK is record 
V: VECTOR; 
HEIGHT : NATURAL range 0.. . 100; 
end record; 
end STACKS; 
where, in the package body, the operations empty-stack, push, pop and top are 
implemented as usual. 
This implementation can be considered correct with respect o a standard specifica- 
tion module for implementing stacks, provided that the sort STACK is considered 
nonobservable. Let us now consider a module specifying the following operation: 
badeq : STACK + INTEGER 
var S: STACK 
equations 
badeq(S)=if pop(push(S, 3))=pop(push(S,5)) then 0 else 1 
i.e. badeq(S) is always equal to 0. Now the following module M is an obviously 
correct implementation of this operation: 
with STACKS; use STACKS; 
function badeq( S : STACK) return INTEGER is 
Z : INTEGER; 
S1, S2 : STACK; 
begin 
S 1 es; S,rS; 
push (SIT 3); POP; puW&, 5); POP&); 
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if S1=S2 then Z+O; else Z+l; end it 
return I; 
end badeq; 
However, if we put together the two ADA modules we have an undesired result: 
badeq(S) now always returns 1. The reason is that ADA is a nonstable language if we 
consider that types which are declared PRIVATE but not LIMITED are nonobserv- 
able. In this sense, to ensure the stability of ADA constructs we need to consider types 
declared not LIMITED as observable, but in this case the STACKS package defined 
above would be considered incorrect. 
6. Stability and horizontal and vertical composition 
In [14], Goguen and Burstall introduced the properties of horizontal and vertical 
composition as the conditions that a given language or framework must satisfy to 
ensure modular correctness. However, as we have shown, these properties are not 
strictly necessary at the specification level. Some years later, in [31], Schoett (followed 
by Sannella and Tarlecki [28]) introduced the property of stability, with similar aims. 
Stability and horizontal and vertical composition are, obviously, very related 
(actually, horizontal composition looks quite similar to stability); however, up to now, 
no comparison between them has been made. In this section, first, we will define 
within our framework the properties of horizontal and vertical composition at the 
programming language level. Then, we will show that stability implies both of them. 
The converse, however, does not hold since stability, as discussed in Remark 5.3(2) is 
technically too strong. Finally, we will define the property of weak stability and show 
that it is equivalent o horizontal and vertical composition. 
The property of vertical composition, as stated by Goguen and Burstall, is just 
a property about transitivity of implementations, i.e. if Ml2 is an implementation of 
Ml by means of M2 and Mz3 is an implementation of M2 by means of M3 then Ml2 
“composed” with Mz3 should also be an implementation of Ml in terms of Ms. 
The property of horizontal composition states that if M2 is implemented by Mz3 by 
means of M3 and Ml is a module that can be “composed” via a fitting morphism 
h: IMP1 + EXPz with M2, then it should also be possible to compose Ml with the 
“composition” of Mz3 and M3 and the result should be an implementation of the 
composition of Ml with M2. 
The first problem is to find a precise formulation of these properties in our 
framework, taking into account that we are just interested in the programming 
language level. A naive solution would consist in assuming that all the modules 
involved are program modules. However, in this context, it makes no sense to speak 
about module implementation: if we want to implement Ml by M2 and M3 the reason 
is, precisely, because Ml may not be directly translated into the given programming 
language. 
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The solution we have found is to consider the some of the “modules” involved (the 
ones that are implemented) are not real modules but only constructors that are 
expressible in the given specification language but, probably, not in the programming 
language, i.e. we have the following definition. 
Definition 6.1. AEMod(C) is A,-expressible in a system of modules ~Y09~ asso- 
ciated to an institution 9, with ABEMod(SP,) and C(SPB) L* C, iff there is an 
@PO, C’)-complete set of modules MSET, with i: c 9 c’, such that 
AEUi( [IMSETn (A,)). Similarly, a monomorphic constructor (i.e. a constructor that 
maps models into models) K : Mod( SPB) + Mod(C) is expressible in .,JZO~~ iff there 
exists an (SP,,, C’)-complete set of modules MSET, with i : C - C’, such that for every 
AEMod(SPa) it holds K( A)E Ui( [MSET] (A)). 
In particular, we may consider that a programming language consists of a system of 
modules ~~~~~~~ over the given institution BWOB together with a specific model 
A,, of a basic specification SP,, (denoting the built-in objects of the language). In this 
sense, we can say that a model A is expressible in a given programming language 
(~~~9w6% A,) iff A is A,,-expressible in JZU~9~Os. 
Definition 6.2. A programming language (_H09990s, A,,) satisfies the property 
of vertical composition with respect to .40999~ if given constructors 
~1: Mod(IMP1) + Mod(EXP,), ICY : Mod(IMP1) + Mod( EXP2) and JC~: 
Mod( IMP1) + Mod( EXP3), such that ~1 and ~~ are expressible in ~~~~~~~ and rc3 
is expressible in J#OZ~~~~~~, and given implementations of ICY by means of x2, 
P12 =EXP2 q EXP12, and of rc2 by means of rc3, P23 =EXP3 q EXP23, then the 
“composition” of P12 and P23 is an implementation of ~1 by means of x3, i.e. 
VAEMod(IMP1), such that A is expressible in the given programming language, 
ui,(ui;(P12 C~pz,(K3(A)li,)) -Beh(Z(B+iP1))~l(A)* 
The diagram below provides the relations between the signatures of the specifica- 
tions involved (some of these morphisms are also specification morphisms: in particu- 
lar iI, i2 and ii may be only signature morphisms, while the rest are also specification 
morphisms): 
C(IMP1) 
C( EXP1) C( EXP2) C( EXP3) 
\ JY.kI 
C(EXP12) C(EXP23) 
\I 
Z(EXP13) 
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Proposition 6.3. If a programming language is stable then it satisfies vertical 
composition. 
Proof. If ~2 is implemented by P23 by means of ~3 then for every A in Mod(IMPl), 
ui,(KP,,(K3(A))) ~BBeh(Z(IMPI))K2(A) 
By stability we have 
KP,,( ui,(KPz)(K3(A)))) ~Beh(Z(IhtP,)) iCP12(ICZ(A)). 
Now, by definition of module application and the properties of amalgamation (see the 
Appendix), 
KPIz(U~(KP~~(K~(A)))) = ui;(P12CKP*3(1C3(A))li2) 
Therefore 
ui;(P12[KP,,(K3(A))]i,) ~Beh(qIMP1))KP1*(K2(A)) 
i.e. 
ui,(Uii(Pl2[lCP,,(iC3(A))]i,)) GBBeh(Z(IMP,)) Uil(KP12(K2(A))) 
Finally, ~1 is implemented by P12 by means of ~2, hence 
Definition 6.4. A programming language (.JYO%WOY, Ao) satisfies the property 
of horizontal composition with respect to 469~~~ if given constructors 
1~2 : Mod(IMP2) + Mod( EXP2) and ~3 : Mod( IMP2) + Mod( EXP3), such that ~2 is 
expressible in ./Y&!@Lc+v~ and ~3 is expressible in &ZO%~ore, and given modules 
PI : IMP1 c--* EXPl and P23 : EXP3 c--, EXP23, such that P23 is an implementation of 
~2 by means of rc3 and given a morphism f: IMP1 + EXP2 then VAEMod(IMP2), 
such that A is expressible in the given programming language, 
PI[~cz(A)]/ EBBeh(Z(IMP,)) ui’(Pl[ICP2,(1C3(A))]i.l) 
The diagram below provides the relations between the signatures of the specifica- 
tions involved (again, some of these morphisms are also specification morphisms: in 
particular i and i’ may be only signature morphisms, while the rest are also spe- 
cification morphisms): 
C(IMP,) - Z(EXPl) 
/ I I 
wyP2) - C(EXP2) - Z(EXP;) 
I i I I i ’ 
C(EXP3) - C(EXP23) - C( EXP’;) 
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Proposition 6.5. Zf a programming language is stable then it satisjies horizontal composi- 
tion. 
Proof. Since rc2 is implemented by PZ3 by means of x3 then 
Ui(xP23(1C3(A))) EBch(Z(lMP,)) %ttA). 
By stability, this means that 
pl [Ui(KP,,(x3(A)))1.f ‘Beh(Z@fP,))Pl [dA)l/* 
Finally, by the properties of amalgamation we have 
PlC”i(KP,,(K3(A)))lf =“~(P1ClcP,,(#3(A))li./). o 
As said above, we cannot prove that horizontal and vertical composition imply 
stability since stability is, technically, too strong. However, following the intuition 
discussed in Remark 5.3(2), we can define a notion of weak stability which is 
equivalent o horizontal and vertical composition (actually, weak stability is equiva- 
lent just to horizontal composition). 
Definition 6.6. A programming language (..JYOQ~~~, A ,) is weakly stable with respect 
to ~~~9Wby iff for any program module P = (IMP, EXP), any signature Z and any 
morphism h: Z(IMP) + C and any A, A’, with A, A’EMod(C), such that A is Ao- 
expressible in JZ09y9M and A’ is A,-expressible in JZ099a0y then if A E &htzoo) A’, 
for the given Co c, C, it must hold that 
Theorem 6.7. A programming language (dZ099RQy, A,,) satisfies horizontal composi- 
tion iff it is weakly stable. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 6.5 is also valid to prove that weak stability implies 
horizontal composition, since the proof steps where stability is used can also be done 
in terms of weak stability. 
To prove the converse, take a module P = IMP c--, EXP, a signature C, a morphism 
f: C(IMP) + Z and A, &Mod(C) such that A = &h(&) B. Now if A is AO-expressible 
in .&099, and B is A,,-expressible in _&SgY9& this means that there are sets of 
modules MSPEC and MPROG, in Y&W and 9%3WY, respectively, such that 
AEUi,([MSPEC] (A,)) and B= UiI([MPROG] (A,)). Then, if we define the 
constructors K~ = Ui,( [MSPEC]) and x3 = Ui,( [MPROG]), we may apply the prop- 
erty of horizontal composition and infer P[ A]/ E Beh(z,,) P[ B]/, taking as PZ3 the 
trivial module (i.e. the identity morphism). 0 
As a consequence of this theorem and Proposition 6.3, the following corollary 
holds. 
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Corollary 6.8. Zf a programming language (&!0.99s(Os, A,,) satisjies horizontal composi- 
tion then it also satisfies vertical composition. 
Nevertheless, it must be taken into account that the above corollary is only true for 
our formulation of horizontal and vertical composition associated to programming 
languages. In the general case, i.e. horizontal and vertical composition in any speci- 
fication language (as presented in [14]), this is not necessarily true. 
Corollary 6.9. A programming language ( _McI!IcB~~~~, A ,) satisfies horizontal composi- 
tion and vertical composition i&fit is weakly stable. 
7. Conclusions 
The results presented in this paper show that modular correctness depends only on 
the properties of the programming language used and is completely independent of 
the satisfaction or not of similar properties by the given specification language. Being 
more precise, modular correctness depends on the adequacy of the programming 
language to the notion of refinement (behavioural equivalence) used in the develop- 
ment process. In particular, given a notion of behavioural equivalence, if our pro- 
gramming language is not stable for such an equivalence, then we can either choose to 
use a weaker notion of behavioural equivalence (for which the language is stable) or 
else use only a “save” (stable) subset ofthe programming language. A typical example 
of this can be seen above (Example 5.10) with respect o the programming language 
ADA. If we consider that all private data types should be considered nonobservable 
then ADA will be a nonstable language. The problem is related to non- “limited” data 
types. Then, to ensure modular correctness, either we may weaken behavioural 
equivalence (by considering that all nonlimited data types are observable) or else we 
may choose to use only types which are limited private. 
On the other hand some results presented in this paper may be interpreted in the 
sense of considering certain frameworks inadequate. In particular, if in an intermedi- 
ate stage of a correct development process we may obtain an inconsistent specifica- 
tion, then this specification should be considered correct, which seems rather awk- 
ward. Actually, the fact that some inconsistent specifications (with respect to some 
standard semantics) should be considered correct was already noted in [2]. However, 
as said before, defining an adequate semantics (where inconsistent specifications are 
always incorrect) may be at the price of dealing with a more complex framework (from 
a logical point of view). 
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Appendix. Amalgamation 
In this appendix we provide a slightly more detailed account of the notion of 
amalgamation and of the properties that this construction satisfies. In particular, 
these properties are used to obtain some results in the paper. For more details, the 
reader may consult [l 1,133. 
Definition. A specification frame (cf. Remark 2.3(l)) SF =(Spec,, Mod) has amalga- 
mations iff Mod transforms pushouts in Spec, into pullbacks in CatoP. 
Amalgamation allows us to define the semantics of a combined specification purely 
on the semantic level as the amalgamation of the models classes of the specifications 
which are combined. The reason is that, as we show below, given a pushout of 
specifications, 
SP,/’ SPi 
,J /Y1 
SP2 - SP3 
Q2 
amalgamation can be characterized as an operation for “building” the models of SPa 
in terr& of the models of SP, , SP2 and SPe. Most logics have amalgamation. This is 
the case, for instance, of Horn clause logic (HCL), equational ogic (EQL), conditional 
equational eic (CEQL), clausal logic (CL) and first-order logic (FOL). 
Theorem (Properties of amalgamation). A spec$cution frame SF has amalgamations 
iffor every pushout diagram in Specy us above we have: 
(1) For every AiEMOd(SPi) (i=O,1,2) such that U,,(A,)=A,=Uf2(Az) there is 
a unique A3~Mod(SPJ), called amalgamation of Ai and AZ via A,,, written 
A3 = AI + A0 AZ such that we huve 
Ug,(A3)=A1 and U,,(A3)=A2. 
(2) Conversely, every A,EMod(SPs) has a unique decomposition 
(3) Similar properties to (1) and (2) above hold ifwe replace objects Ai by morphisms 
hi in Mod(SPi) (O< i< 3) leading to u unique amalgamated sum of morphisms 
h3=hI+,,,hz with QI(h3)=hI and V,,(h3)=hz. 
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